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Introduction

We, Kokkyo naki Kodomotachi (KnK), would like to
express our deepest sympathy for the victims of the East
Japan Great Earthquake and Tsunami.
After March 11, we received a lot of messages from
children in the countries KnK supports and in other
countries from Asia and across the world. Companies
from Japan and from foreign countries also expressed their
heartfelt sorrow over the disaster and decided to lend their
helping hands to KnK for children and education in the
devastated areas. Now we are creating a strong bond with
all of the cities we have visited.
Your kind support is most sincerely appreciated. With this
activity report as an expression of our gratitude, we would
like to introduce to you what we have done and our future
plans in the devastated area.
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How We Started the Project

Messages from Jordan

Messages from Cambodia

Messages from Indonesia

Messages from the Philippines

In a few days after the disaster on March 11, 2011, we had

Domestic and international companies also expressed

received more than 3,000 messages from children in our

their concern. Thanks to Saint Gobain, to Higashi Nihon

project sites, from children in Japan and in the world, and

Daishinsai Fukko Shien Zaidan ( 東日本大震災復興支援財団：

from our Yujo no Reporter. In the Philippines, children living

Foundation of Supporting Recovery in East Japan), to Terrada

in one of the worst slums in Manila started a “One Peso

Warehouse Company Group, to Faurecia, to K.K SERIC and

Campaign” to support children in the disaster area of Japan.

so many others, we were able to start supporting children and

We printed out all of those messages and handed them to the

youth in Ibaraki and in Iwate after our first visit on March

evacuated people in shelters to say they are with them.

19, 2011. ANA, Henkel Japan and Blondel provided us with

March 12
・After having a meeting in the
Tokyo Office, KnK decided to
start the project in the Tsunami
affected area.
March 19 and 23
・First Visit in Kita Ibaraki
in Ibaraki for distribution of
emergency goods and survey
of the area
March 26 to 30
・First visit in Rikuzentakata
and Ofunato in Iwate for
distribution of emergency
goods and survey of the area
April 5 to 10
・Meeting with the Educational
Departments of Morioka and
of municipalities along the
coast in Iwate
April 18 to 24
・Survey in northern Iwate
April to May
・Distribution of uniforms,
educational materials, and 22
school buses to help begin the
new school year
Renovation of housing for
teachers

After our first visit and distribution in
Kita Ibaraki, KnK chose Iwate as our
main area of activities.
KnK visited the Educational Departments
of the municipalities along the coast and
decided to support as much as possible
various kinds of needs and requests from
the victim areas, especially those regarding
education and youth, Still KnK keeps 25
million yen to respond to requests for the
next periods.

Neighboring people around KnK’s office became some of our

Hohoemi Project by DATV which has been supporting KnK

first supporters, providing diapers for infants and the elderly,

on the projects in Bangladesh and the Philippines now also

milk powder, toiletries and so on.

supports the activity for the Tsunami affected area. With their
support we were able to buy some vehicles to commute inside
Iwate and between Iwate and Tokyo for distribution.

blankets, water, and chocolates for our first distribution to
shelters.

SAINT
GOBAIN
Henkel
Japan
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Faurecia

K.K. SERIC

Higashi Nihon Daishinsai
Fukko Shien Zaidan

ANA

Terrada Warehouse
Company Group
JPF
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Exploratory
Survey
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Of the 11 staff members of KnK Japan in Tokyo, 4 constantly visit

Aomori
Prefecture

Iwate and the Educational Departments of the devastated area,
schools, shelters and community centers. 5 of us are in charge of
the logistics accounting, purchase of necessary goods, and keeping

Kuji

contacts with all partners while visiting Iwate from time to time. 2

Noda

staff members are in charge of other projects abroad.

Fudai
Tanohata

Miyako
Yamada
Iwate
Prefecture

Otsuchi
Kamaishi

As of June 2011, 2 new staff members joined the team to work for the
project. They were based in Morioka until mid-August and have now

First, we visited small communities such as Otomo, Kesen, Takata, Hirota and Yonesaki
in Rikuzentakata and Massaki in Ofunato, meeting evacuated people in schools and
community centers and distributing necessary goods. Later on, we approached all of
the Educational Departments from Rikuzentakata to Miyako through the Prefectural

Ofunato

Educational Department to survey the required aid to reopen the schools.

Rikuzen
takata

moved to Kamaishi. 2 more staff members plan to join them at the

On March 26, 2 weeks after the disaster KnK started activities in Iwate.

Upon being asked by the Prefectural Educational Department, we also visited northern

end of October.

Iwate, which was said to be short of supplies.
Japan Platform is a Japanese NPO which KnK has partnered with since 2005 for

The establishment of a KnK Iwate office
is under way and will be open by the
beginning of 2012.

Miyagi
Prefecture

emergency operations in Pakistan, Indonesia, Bangladesh, Myanmar, Jordan, the
Philippines, and East Timor.
Now Japan Platform is one of our main donators for the project in Iwate.

Fukushima Prefecture
Tochigi Prefecture

France loves Japan!

Kita Ibaraki

In Paris, France, Théatre
du Rond-Point des Champs
Elysées organized a charity
concert for Japan on April
11, 2011. Artists like Mr.
Salvatore Adamo, Mr.
Pierre Barouh, Ms. Maia

Ibaraki
Prefecture

Barouh, Sublime and Ms.
Jane Birkin performed on
stage to support victims
of the disaster. 70% of
revenue generated by ticket
Jane Birkin (middle) and KnK volunteers in France

4

sales was donated to KnK.
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Support to Local NGO

Rikuzentakata

Support to High School Students
KnK targets teenagers and youths such as junior high and
high school students as our primary beneficiaries in a mission.
Takata High School in Rikuzentakata is a public high school
that suff ered extreme damages from the Tsunami and has
relocated its students to the neighboring Ofunato Higashi
High School. KnK provided 4 school buses for the purpose of
safe transportation for students to school and/or club activities.
In other cities and towns, we have been providing school
uniforms and sportswear as well as materials for club activities
such as sailing club or boat club. We also support students of
night schools.

Kei Sato from Rikuzentakata lost his house and family
in the Tsunami. In the midst of his grief, he found out

Sumita

what he can do next; Kei created an association named

Ofunato

Mintsuna to help support people in Rikuzentakata. KnK is
loaning 2 vehicles to them
as well as ﬁnancial support.
We are with you, Mintsuna!

Rikuzentakata

Septic Tank in Daiichi Junior High School
Since the city water system was damaged by the Tsunami,
the school decided to establish a new septic tank. KnK was
asked to financially support this establishment which cost 19
million yen, and the construction was completed in July.
We thank Valeo for supporting this project.

Kesennuma

We provided 4 school buses for Takata High School.

Support to Local Community
Fuppushi area is one of the first communities that KnK
visited in March. We provided 1 vehicle to a shelter there for
daily transportation.

Valeo

List of schools

List of materials

Otomo ES
＊
Takata ES
＊
Osabe ES
＊
Yahagi ES
＊
Yonesaki ES
＊
Hirota ES
＊
Takekoma ES
＊
Kesen ES
＊
Daiichi JHS
＊
Otomo JHS
＊
Takata HS

Uniforms
＊
Sportswear
＊
Sports Uniforms
＊
Desks and Chairs
for Teachers
＊
Septic Tank
＊
4 School Buses
＊
4 Vehicles
＊
Buses for
School Events
＊
etc.
ES : Elementary School
JHS : Junior High School
HS : High School

Back to the Same School Days
Since we would like to help children feel like the same as
before at school in April and May when schools resumed
again, we responded to a lot of requests regarding
education. We provided school uniforms, sportswear,

ⒸAtsushi Shibuya

ⒸAtsushi Shibuya

ⒸAtsushi Shibuya

ⒸAtsushi Shibuya

ⒸAtsushi Shibuya

ⒸAtsushi Shibuya

sports equipments valued at 70 million yen in total.

Support to a Volleyball Team
It is of great importance for children and
youth to resume enjoying sports activities,
school outings, and club activities.
KnK received a donation of a car from
a French family living in Japan and
decided to provide it to a volleyball team
in Otomo in Rikuzentakata along with
other sports equipments.

6
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Sumita

Ofunato

Kamaishi

List of schools
Okirai ES (at Horei ES)
＊
Akasaki ES (at Takonoura ES)
＊
Akasaki JHS (at Ofunato JHS)
＊
Ofunato HS
＊
Ofunato Higashi HS

Ofunato

List of materials
Uniforms
＊
Sports Uniforms
＊
Desks and Chairs
for Teachers

Rikuzen
takata

Support from Secours Populaire Français

1 School Bus
＊
etc.

Secours Populaire Français (SPF) is one of the leading NGOs in France devoted to supporting underprivileged
people domestically as well as internationally. They chose KnK as their local partner in Iwate.
With their support, we were able to provide a school bus to Ofunato City.
Thank you very much.

It is not only the students who need support to resume their school lives.
KnK provided teachers with new desks and chairs for teacher’s room.

From the end of September, KnK will start supporting the renovation of the Community

US!
N
I
JO

SPF
A mayor of Ofunato City received a key to the school bus from members of SPF.
8

Center and management of a Mobile Children Center so that children and youth will be able
to enjoy their leisure time.

Please join us! We still need your support!!
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Otsuchi

Kamaishi

List of schools

List of materials

Kuribayashi ES

Uniforms
＊
School Shoes
＊
Sportswear
＊
Sports Shoes
＊
Sports Uniforms
＊
School Bags
＊
Computers for
Teachers
＊
Partitions
＊
Educational
Materials
＊
Musical Instruments
＊
Lunch Plates
＊
7 School Buses
＊
etc.

＊

Kamaishi ES
＊

Hakusan ES
＊

Heita ES
＊

Kamaishi

Unosumai ES
(at Kosano ES)
＊

Toni ES
(at Heita ES)
＊

Futaba ES
＊

Kosano ES
＊

Kasshi ES
Blondel, a traditional chocolates company in Switzerland, kindly donated some of their
chocolates to KnK. Victims as well as volunteers were able to smile as they enjoyed the

＊

Kamaishi Higashi JHS
(at Kamaishi JHS)

Blondel

＊

distributed chocolates.

Kamaishi JHS
＊

Toni JHS
＊

Ohira JHS

Lunch Plates for Elementary Schools
Immediately after the disaster, plates from local

＊

Kasshi JHS

Ofunato

＊

Kamaishi HS
＊

schools were used to serve food to disaster victims

Kamaishi Shoko HS

and evacuees. However, this left the schools unable to
serve lunch to their own students. Upon learning of
this, KnK donated new plates and the schools were
able to resume lunch service.

Concert by Mr. Joe Hisaishi
Mr. Joe Hisaishi, a music composer, held a
charity concert in Paris with his friends and
concert organizers to support children and
victims in Tohoku through KnK. KnK would
like to use this donation as a support for
cultural activities for children. For example,
in Kamaishi, we met a girl who lost her
family and house and now lives in Kasetsu (a

ⒸAtsushi Shibuya

temporary shelter). Because she told us she

Students at Night Schools

10

used to play the piano, we plan to present to

Night school students attend class in the evening while

eventually this conflict led to unemployment. After hearing

her an electric piano enabling her to play in

working part-time during the day. However, after the

this issue from the school, KnK is now supporting to cover

Tsunami schools changed their hours and the students had

their school dinner fee because we would like these young

her new house without disturbing neighbors.

no choice but to change their part-time schedule, and

students to keep studying at school as before.

Thank you, Mr. Hisaishi!
11
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Yamada

Otsuchi
Otsuchi

List of schools

List of materials

Akahama ES(at Kirikiri ES)
＊
Ando ES(at Kirikiri ES)
＊
Otsuchi Kita ES(at Kirikiri ES)
＊
Otsuchi ES
(at Rikuchu Kaigan Seishonen No Ie)
＊
Otsuchi HS

Uniforms
＊
Partitions
＊
Blackboards
＊
4 School Buses
＊
etc.

Schools in the Evacuated Areas
The aff ected schools opened temporary classrooms with
partitions in the undamaged schools. In the middle of
September, the aff ected 4 elementary schools and 1 junior
high school finally moved to a temporary school building,
and they used 4 school buses that KnK had provided as
transportation.

Kamaishi

Thanks to Our Visitors
From all over the world volunteers gathered
in the Tohoku area. Some of our friends and
partners visited Iwate to see and experience the
terrible situation.

President and Company Members
of Saint Gobain
＊
Executive Director of KnK Philippines
＊
Executive Director of FWA,
a partner of KnK in Pakistan
＊
Philippe Faure, the former French
Ambassador in Japan
＊
etc.

12

First Outing
In August, KnK supported children from an after-school
care program in Otsuchi for an outing to Tono, an inland
village in Iwate. They enjoyed playing on the grass,
cooking Soba noodles and listening to folk tales that have
been handed down in Tono. KnK staff also joined this
outing and had a great time together with the children.
We will support them for a Christmas party and a spring
outing as well as future activities.
13
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Yamada

Yamada

At Yamada Kita Elementary School, a playground flooded by the
Tsunami had to be cleared of debris. KnK financially supported
the reclamation to speed up the process and allow children back
on the playground as soon as possible.
ⒸAtsushi Shibuya

KnK provided elementary schools with 6 school buses and the town oﬃce with 2 vehicles.

Otsuchi

List of schools

List of materials

Osawa ES
＊
Yamada Kita ES
＊
Yamada Minami ES
＊
Orikasa ES
＊
Todoroki ES
＊
Oura ES
＊
Funakoshi ES
(at Rikuchu Kaigan Seishonen No Ie)
＊
Toyomane ES
＊
Toyomane JHS
＊
Yamada JHS
＊
Yamada HS

Sportswear
＊
Swimwear
＊
6 School Buses
＊
2 Vehicles
＊
Renovation of
2 Buildings and
2 Houses for Teachers
＊
Renovation of
School Grounds
＊
6 Rowing Boats
＊
1 Trailer
＊
Flashlights
＊
Batteries
＊
Electric Piano
＊
etc.

Sportswear

Yamada Kindergarten

Because KnK believes that sports play an essential

KnK is planning to deliver electric pianos donated by Korg

role in a well-rounded education, we decided to

for Yamada Kindergarten.

support by providing sportswear for elementary and
junior high schools, including Yamada.

SAINT
GOBAIN

In April, the President of Saint-Gobain visited Yamada town (2nd from left)
14

Saint Gobain, one of the major building
material companies in the world, was one of
the first companies to propose support for
our activities in the Tsunami affected area in
March with a donation of 100 million yen.
With their support, we were able to respond
to the request from Yamada town regarding
renovation of 2 buildings and 2 houses for
teachers’ accommodations, the reclamation
work on a school playground, and the
provision of 2 vehicles for the town office.
Remaining funds will be used to launch the
process of rebuilding Tanohama Community
Center, which will be the first building to be
rebuilt since the disaster.

ⒸAtsushi Shibuya

ⒸAtsushi Shibuya

Rowing club in Yamada High School
A rowing club in Yamada High School is
recognized as one of the best in Japan and after
the Tsunami they have been practicing with boats
provided by other schools at the inland lake in
Iwate. Now that KnK has provided the club with
6 boats and 1 trailer, the students can resume
practice in Yamada bay.
ⒸAtsushi Shibuya

15
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Iwaizumi

Miyako

A student smiled at the camera in Miyako Kita High School
where KnK provided uniforms and other materials.
“At last we are at the starting line !”
“I’m glad to wear my school uniform again because wearing
school sportswear stands out a little.”

Miyako

KnK Supports Club Activities

Yamada

Despite classes restarting at Miyako High School, the
sailing club was unable to resume practice because all of
their boats were washed away by the Tsunami. The team
spent their time helping removing debris in Miyako as
volunteers. At present they have received some secondhand sailing boats but still need a lifeboat to restart
ⒸAtsushi Shibuya

practice on the sea.

Yujo no Library and Book Card
In April, former Yujo no Reporter (Reporter for Friendship)

After talking with the team and coach, KnK decided to

launched a new project, Yujo no Library (Library for

provide 2 lifeboats for Miyako Shogyo High School and

Friendship), to deliver books and messages to children in

Miyako High School. Keep your dream alive!

the aﬀected areas.
Seeing the devastating images day by day on TV or
newspaper, our former members of Yujo no Reporter

List of schools
Akamae ES
＊
Sakiyama ES
＊
Taro Daiichi ES
＊
Taro Daisan ES
＊
Omoe ES
＊
Fujiwara ES
＊
Hanawa ES
＊
Takahama ES
＊
Kuwagasaki ES
＊
Miyako ES
＊
Atago ES
＊
Sokei ES
＊
Yamaguchi ES
＊
Sentoku ES
＊
Tsugaruishi ES
＊
Uiso ES
＊
Chikei ES
＊
Hikime ES

Daiichi JHS
＊
Daini JHS
＊
Kanan JHS
＊
Miyako Nishi JHS
＊
Tsugaruishi JHS
＊
Sakiyama JHS
＊
Omoe JHS
＊
Taro Daiichi JHS
＊
Miyako HS
＊
Miyako Shogyo HS
＊
Miyako Kogyo HS
＊
Miyako Kita HS

List of materials
Uniforms

＊

Sportswear

＊

Swimwear

＊

Lunch Plates

＊

2 Lifeboats

＊

etc.

wondered what they could do for children in the aﬀected
areas.

“They might have lost their favorite books now.”
“We might be able to cheer them up by sending books with
messages.”
By now, KnK has received more than 14,000 books from

Japan and from the world. During holidays in May, shopping
malls like LaLaport and Alpark organized events to call for
donations to the Yujo no Library.
Shogakukan, a major publishing company in Japan, kindly

The Tsunami heavily damaged a boathouse.
16

donated book cards (1,000 yen book coupons) for us. This

KnK delivered to Yamaguchi Elementary School in

support will let KnK continue our activities for children and

Miyako about 1,300 books with messages from the

youth to keep their dreams and hopes alive through books.

Yujo no Library project.
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Projects to Start from September 2011

At our third visit to Iwate in April 2011, KnK extended our survey to
northern Iwate such as Tanohata, Fudai, Noda and Kuji. After having

● Renovating Aoba Building (Community Center) in Kamaishi

NEXT

meetings with the Educational Department of each municipality,
we distributed school bags, sports
equipments and sports uniforms to

● Mobile Children Center in Rikuzentakata
● Building Tanohama Community Center in Yamada

Tanohata and Noda.
Receiving a request from Sumita High

KnK will start projects subject to supporting children’s leisure areas and needs through

School in southern Iwate, we provided

Community Centers and Mobile Children Center.

school uniforms for the students.
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Yujo no Reporter
in France

Morioka

In spring 2011, two girls from Kamaishi
and Ofunato were selected as Yujo no
Reporter and sent to France in August.

KnK keeps a close contact with the Educational Department of Iwate

The 2 young reporters took part in a

Prefecture in Morioka city, which supervises all public high schools in

youth camp called “Copain du Monde/

Iwate and with the Teachers Association to respond to various needs.

Friends of the World” of Secours
Populaire Français (SPF). This camp

Peugeot Citroën Japon

PEUGEOT CITROËN
JAPON

gathered more than 10,000 children from
22 countries throughout the world and

Mayor of Digne-les-Bains (left) and Yujo no Reporter girls
our reporters explained to the other children their
experience of 3.11. Then they moved to southern
France where they had a warm welcome from Mr.
Serge Gloaguen, a mayor of the city Digne-les-Bains,
a sister city of Kamaishi. In Manosque, they visited a
headquarter factory of L’Occitane en Provence who
will become KnK’s partner for the renovation of Aoba
Building in Kamaishi. There they had another session
to talk about the disaster and the current situation
in Iwate in front of L’Occitane Foundation, a consul
general of Japan in Marseille and local journalists.

A brand new car was leased from Peugeot Citroën Japon to KnK Japan for its projects in Iwate.
A cute and joyful sunflower painting on the car designed by Ms. Maïa Maniglier brought big smiles to many of the people in Iwate.
18
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KnK will keep supporting club activities such as sports, music, theatre, and so on,
and we will keep providing necessary items or funds for school outings as well as
educational support. Thank you very much for your warm support for the children
and youth in Iwate where winter is coming soon.
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Renovating Aoba Building (Community Center)
in Kamaishi
Line
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Mobile Children Center
in Rikuzentakata
Rikuzentakata City has lost

Takekoma

many of the community

is underway in the city of Kamaishi.

areas for children and youth

A Community Center named Aoba Building, located
400m from Kamaishi Port, partially survived the
Tsunami due to protection by surrounding buildings
and factories. However, the wave reached up to the
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Kamaishi

ceiling of the 1st floor causing serious damage to the
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to relax or study from the
disaster.
After meeting with the city
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e

Kamaishi
Port

office, we decided to launch
a “Mobile Children Center”

floors, windows, all equipments and electrical system.
L’Occitane offered KnK support for the project of

in Rikuzentakata, a renovated and specially-designed bus

renovating this center starting 2011 and expected to

with 29 seats that can accommodate children and youth from

open in spring of 2012.

schools and temporary housing.
Desks and chairs for studying, books from our Yujo no Library,
and internet access are available inside the bus. Children
and youth on the bus can access our website and blog their
thoughts on the reconstruction of Rikuzentakata as well as send
thank-you messages to KnK’s supporters. We plan to make this
our newest Yujo no Reporter project. We expect the first two

A rendering of
Mobile Children Center

buses to be available in Rikuzentakata by December 2011.
The President of L' Occitane Japon visited Kamaishi in May.

This center was used as a kindergarten, a large
space for handicapped youth, meeting place

This project is supported by Higashi Nihon Daisinsai Fukko
Shien Zaidan (東日本大震災復興支援財団), a newly created
foundation for the East Japan Great Earthquake and Tsunami

Higashi Nihon Daishinsai
Fukko Shien Zaidan

by Mr. Masayoshi Son, a President of SoftBank.

for local NGOs, studying and reading place,
workshop space, library, internet access and so on.
In cooperation with the city office, KnK will try to
make this center a cornerstone of Kamaishi City’s
recovery.

L'OCCITANE

Long
Term
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e
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o
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KnK is planning to keep our activities in this
Center by the end of 2012.

Two community centers in Kamaishi and Yamada are undergoing
reconstruction and will reopen in 2012. KnK will focus all of our efforts
on the recovery of both cities. Your continued support for these long term
projects is greatly appreciated.
21
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Building Tanohama Community Center
in Yamada
The town office of Yamada requested KnK to support the
41

reconstruction of Tanohama Community Center in Yamada.
In Tanohama area over 60% of buildings were affected and
the number of the families fell by half due to the Tsunami and
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Press
―KnK’s activity in media―

Yomiuri Shimbun, April 21, 2011

resulting fires. The community center, among other public
facilities, was completely gutted by the disaster. Tanohama was
one of the most severely affected areas in Yamada.

a
Yam

Rikuchu
-Yamada

ine
da L

With our financial support from Saint Gobain, we will be able
to build a new center after selecting land on higher grounds
unaffected by the Tsunami.

Yamada Road

Orikasa

45

Development of the Land
: December 2011
Completion of Construction Plan : March 2012
Completion of Construction
: November 2012

More support is needed now
to build this center.
You can join us!

Kahoku Shimpo, May 28, 2011

Iwate Nippo, April 24, 2011

In remembrance of all of the victims and the hope
for reconstruction, KnK is also supporting another
project in Yamada to plant Sakura trees in public
spaces.
22
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Tokyo Shimbun, June 29, 2011

Fukko Kamaishi Shimbun, July 20, 2011

Iwate Nippo, August 31, 2011

Tohkai Shimpo, September 29, 2011

“WE LOVE JAPAN, 100 MASQUES pour le Japon”
On September 21, a charity auction to support the victims of the disaster in
Japan was organized at the Museum of Decorative Arts in Paris, France. For the
auction “WE LOVE JAPAN, 100 MASQUES pour le Japon,” famous designers
such as Christian Lacroix and Sonia Rykiel created beautiful art pieces out of
white masks to be sold at the auction. All profits from the auction will be donated
to KnK and used for the projects in Iwate.
We would like to express our thanks to Ms. Eko Sato, an organizer of the
auction and to our sponsors as well as everyone involved in producing the
event.

Tohkai Shimpo, August 6, 2011

A Picture Story Book for Kids
An Akutagawa Award winning author, Mr. Hitonari Tsuji wrote a story with
illustration by Ms. Kaori Hirao for kids who became worried and unable to
sleep after the disaster. Mr. Tsuji decided to donate the book’s royalties to KnK to
support kids in the affected areas.
We would like to express our thanks for Mr. Tsuji, Ms. Hirao, and Kairyusya, the
book’s publisher.
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（Unit: Yen）
Expenses and Anticipated Expenses

682,125,655

Distribution (Materials and Equipments)

133,901,482 19.6%

100%

Incomes and Anticipated Incomes

682,125,655

Japan Platform

182,628,642 26.7%

Emergency Assistance Items

3,708,702

1st and 2nd Phase

200,299,757

School Bus (22 Units)

80,863,430

Anticipated Refund

▲35,912,859

Educational Materials/Equipments for Schools

7,342,200

3rd Phase

18,241,744

Educational Materials/Equipments for Teachers

15,895,918

Companies

Lunch Plate

10,547,250

Companies

180,857,132

2,995,700

Application under Process

150,000,000

Donated Vehicle for Sports Activity

350,000

Vehicles for KnK Iwate/Tokyo

1,198,282

Other Private Fundings

Donated Vehicle for KnK Iwate

3,500,000

Donation in Kind

Use of Funds under Process/Accrued Incomes

7,500,000
99,152,470 14.6%

School Uniform

50,991,056

Sportswear and Sports Equipments

27,628,514

School Bag

3,232,900

School Club Activities（under Process）

14,300,000

Use of Funds under Process/Accrued Incomes

3,000,000

Extracurricular Activities and Community

37,814,282

Internship and Entrance Exam

11,250,000

Night School

1,102,032

Art and Music

415,000

Class Trip

5,768,000

Local NGO and Community

1,281,250

Books/Book Card

7,423,000

Educational Program (Yujo no Reporter)

1,200,000

Use of Funds under Process/Accrued Incomes

9,375,000

Renovation

Private Organizations

5.5%

4.2%

8,192,405

1.2%

Notes
※1：Construction is started from December 2011.
※2：Mobile Children Center is started from
December 2011 in Rikuzentakata.
※3：Development of the land is expected to ﬁnish
within 2011.
Construction is expected to start in 2012.

29,014,414

Septic Tank in Rikuzentakata

18,784,500

School Ground in Yamada

24,990,000

Aoba Building (Community Center) in Kamaishi ※1

189,945,000

Mobile Children Center ※2

49,650,000

2 Units

26,000,000

Vehicles for Staﬀ

650,000

Educational Materials and Management
Construction
Tanohama Community Center ※3
Management and Communication

JCCCNC
6.6%
6.9%

Since March 2011, approximately 700 million yen has been
spent or set aside for our projects in the Tsunami affected areas.
With support from Saint Gobain, Japan Platform, Higashi

19,107,407

Management in Iwate

3,059,500

External Audit

5,015,200

Expat's Accomodation and Travel Expense

6,978,834

Iwate are committed to continuing our support and activities in

Oﬃce Rent and Utilities

3,628,102

Communication

9,227,159

the area.
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6,857,305

Nihon Daishinsai Fukko Shien Zaidan, L’Occitane and many

AKASAKA
AC Night

JANIC

5 Piastre Campaign
(KnK Jordan)

TAKASHIMAYA

Korg

SOFTBANK
MOBILE
25 ans

Bingham
McCutchen

WE LOVE JAPAN, 100
MASQUES pour le Japon

Association des
Français du Japon

Five Star Legacy
Foundation

Yujo no GoEn
Dama Campaign

ELLE DECOR

Les Amies de la
Langue Française

Europe-Tiers Monde
(European Union's staﬀ)

Amway

iact
Corporation

Inspark

Torpedo
Productions

JAPONAIDE

Shinnyo-en

EPI Group (Alain Figaret,
Bonpoint, J.M.Weston)

Association des Ressortissants
Japonais en France

Valeo

T. Y. Express

Trelleborg
Group

Corto
Moltedo

Vacheron
Constantin

Marubell

7.3%

Yujo no
Library

SAINT
GOBAIN

Fidelity
Investments

L'OCCITANE

Management in Tokyo

Use of Funds under Process

Henkel
Japan

ACCOR
Group

HOHOEMI
PROJECT

pal system

1 Peso Campaign
(KnK Philippines)

Faurecia

Blondel

Crédit
Agricole

NATIXIS

PEUGEOT CITROËN
JAPON

Room to
Read

Faurecia

IBM

Shogakukan

Think the Earth
Foundation

BNP PARIBAS
Group

JPF

45,000,000
47,016,202

Higashi Nihon Daishinsai
Fukko Shien Zaidan

K.K. SERIC

Terrada Warehouse
Company Group

SPF

Higashi Nihon Daishinsai
Fukko Shien Zaidan

23,000,000
45,000,000

JPF

Théâtre du Rond Point
des Champs Elysees

ANA

262,733,914 38.5%

Teacher's Accomodation in Yamada

Build the future together
with you, companies
and all the aﬀected people...

SAINT
GOBAIN

132,100,296 19.4%
28,347,180

Partners

Private
Donors

330,857,132 48.5%

Vehicles for Communities, Educational Departments and Local NGO

Distribution (Uniform, Sports Equipments and School Bag)

100%

K
N
A
TH
!
U
O
Y

JustGiving
Japan

Hearst
Fujingaho

Saule
ECO LUXE

others companies and private donors, KnK Japan and KnK

1.0%

Thank you very much for your support!
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ⒸAtsushi Shibuya

KnK JAPAN
Activity Report

2011
March〜September

International Projects /
Educational Projects in Japan

KnK is implementing our projects in 10 countries including
Japan now. Our targets are street children, trafficked

Pakistan

Myanmar

Cambodia

children, youth in conflict with the law and youth aff ected
by natural disasters. We will continue supporting them
It takes a few hours for some students to come to school.

because we believe that these children equally have rights for

A boy studying very hard

education, understandings, appropriate occupations and lives
of dignity as members of society.

www.knk.or.jp

Jordan

Palestine

The youth at a vocational training for Rattan Furniture

ⒸAtsushi Shibuya

Philippines

Bangladesh

A friendship without nationality

Children stay inside due to a security reason

Educational Projects in Japan
Yujo no Reporter
For the Yujo no Reporter project, 2 Japanese youth from elementary to high school are sent
A staﬀ asked a question for street children, one by one

Indonesia

A young boy working in a factory

Timor Leste

to KnK’s project sites abroad and tour the villages, youth centers and workshops to have an
opportunity to interviews and to create friendships with the youth and people they meet.
Back in Japan, they make a report upon what they saw, what they learned and what they
can do now through this experience and send it to schools and the media.
Since 1995, about 50 Japanese reporters have been sent to visit various countries like
Cambodia, Philippines, Timor Leste and so on.

Photo Exhibition and Event
KnK organizes photo exhibitions and events every year so that more people can learn
about our activities and the current situation in the countries where we work.

Yujo no GoEn Dama Campaign(5 Yen Coin For Friendship)

Learning skills for their own dream

28

Children full of energy at KnK Center

Yujo no GoEn Dama Campaign was started to educate Japanese youth on how a single coin can make a big change for a child
overseas. The title “GoEn (5 Japanese Yen)” is the same sound as Goen (good fortune), so the idea is giving 5 Yen for good
fortune and friendship.
5 Yen may not be much, but if you collect...
7 coins (35 Yen)
enough for a cloth for a child
10 coins (50 Yen)
enough for a child to take a vocational training for a day
12 coins (60 Yen)
enough for a child to go to school for a day
34 coins (170 Yen)
enough for a child to have 3 meals for a day
Let’s join our Yujo no GoEn Dama Campaign with your friends and classmates to make a change!
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WE NEED
YOUR
SUPPORT !
KnK relies on donations from the public, from private companies and organizations, and from institutions.
Without these donations KnK wouldn’t be able to do any activities. With your kind support and cooperation KnK
could bring humanitarian assistance, education, vocational trainings, and eventually hope to disfavored children.
KnK’s greatest mission is to provide a committed and a long-term support.
Obviously it takes years for one child to grow up and stand up for him/herself.
Our commitment to children is to help them become active and respected citizens in their country.
Your continuous support such as a monthly support is highly appreciated.

Donate by Credit Card
If you have Credit card (VISA,MASTER), please go to our online donation page.
http://knk-network.org/donation/d_top.php

Donate by Bank Transfer
* Please indicate if you would like your donation used particularly to Earthquake/Tsunami in Japan.

Currency

USD

EUR

Intermediary Bank

Deutsche Bank Trust Company
Americas NY

Deutsche Bank AG Frankfurt

Intermediary Bank
BIC（SWIFT Code）

BKTRUS33

DEUTDEFF

Beneficiary Bank

Japan Post Bank

Branch

Head office

Beneficiary Bank Address

3-2, Kasumigaseki 1-chome, Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo 100-8798, Japan

Beneficiary Bank BIC (SWIFT Code)

JPPSJPJ1

Beneficiary Bank CHIPS UID

427593

Payee Account Number

00100-9-743186

Payee Name

Kokkyo naki Kodomotachi (KnK)

Payee Address

4-3-26 ShimoOchiai Shinjuku-ku Tokyo 161-0033 Japan

Payee Telephone Number

03-6279-1128 (Supporter services)

-

* Remittances in either USD or EUR can be made from overseas banks, via a designated intermediary bank.
For details, refer to the web page of Japan Post Bank.

http://www.jp-bank.japanpost.jp/en/djp/en_djp_index.html
* Services may differ, depending on the respective institution.
Please check with your local financial institution in advance for details.
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Education Brings Dreams to Children

